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Abstract. The configuration of a semimonolithic continu-
ous wave nondegenerate optical parametric oscillator (cw-
NOPO) consisting of anα-cut KTP crystal pumped by
an intracavity frequency-doubled and frequency-stabilized
Nd:YAP laser is reported. Both two-mode quadrature-phase
squeezing of3.7 dB and intensity-difference squeezing of
7 dB have been generated from the cw-NOPO operating re-
spectively below and above the oscillation threshold through
the frequency down-conversion process.

PACS: 42.65.Ky; 42.50.Dv

Continous nondegenerate optical parametric oscillators (cw-
NOPOs) are one of the most efficient devices for the gener-
ation of a nonclassical state of light. Two-mode quadrature
squeezed states have been generated from triply resonant
NOPOs operating below pump threshold with frequency-
degenerate but orthogonally polarized signal and idler
fields [1, 2]. Twin beams with intensity quantum correla-
tion have also been produced from NOPOs above threshold
in the frequency- and polarization-nondegenerate configu-
ration [3, 4]. The nonclassical light generated from OPOs
has been successfuly applied to the quantum nondemolition
detection (QND), sub-shot-noise optical measurments and
nonclassical excitation for atoms [5–7]. Due to their intrin-
sic narrow linewidth and wide tunability cw-NOPOs turn out
to be very promising sources for high-resolution spectroscopy
and atomic trapping.

The potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) cut in type-
II phase matching is a favorite crystal for high-efficiency
frequency conversion because of its large nonlinear coeffi-
cient together with wide phase matching temperature range,
large nonlinear acceptance angle, and extremely low ab-
sorption loss between0.5µm and1.4µm. UsuallyNd:YAG
lasers were used as the pump sources. However it is im-
possible to realize frequency doubling and degenerate- or
near-degenerate frequency down conversion in KTP crys-
tal through type-II90◦ noncritical phase-matching processes
with 1.064µm or 0.53µm wavelengths of YAG. The beam
walk-off within the crystal and polarization mixing effects

resulting from the possible type-II critical tuning scheme
inevitably confine the performance of KTP inside a high-
finesse resonator. Although a pair of properly oriented KTP
crystals has been successfully utilized in NOPOs to elim-
inate beam walk-off, the intracavity losses are increased,
which is very unfavorable for nonclassical-state light gener-
ation [2]. Following the report about type-II90◦ noncritical
phase matching in anα-cut KTP crystal at1.08µm from Gar-
mash et al. [8], J.Kimble’s group accomplished experiments
for frequency doubling from 1.08 to0.54µm [9] as well as
frequency down conversion from 0.54 to1.08µm in a ring
NOPO operating below threshold to realize the EPR paradox
for continuous variables [1] and QND measurement [5].

In this paper, we report experimental results of non-
classical light generation from a semimonolithic cw-NOPO
consisting of anα-cut KTP crystal and a concave mirror
pumped by an intracavity frequency-doubled ringNd:YAP
laser. A two-mode quadrature-phase squeezed vacuum-state
of light is obtained from the subthreshold cw-NOPO operated
in a frequency-degenerate but polarization-nondegenerate
mode. Twin beams having highly correlated intensity fluctu-
ations in the orthogonally polarized signal and idler modes
are produced in the cw-NOPO operated above the oscillation
threshold. The quantum noise in the difference of intensities
between the twin beams is reduced below the standard quan-
tum limit (SQL). A quadrature-phase squeezing of3.7 dBand
an intensity-difference squeezing of7 dB are observed. The
system can stably operate to generate squeezed light for over
half an hour.

1 Experimental principle

The nonclassical lights are generated through the nondegen-
erate parametric frequency down-conversion process in OPO
containingχ(2)-nonlinear medium. In Fig. 1a0, a1, and a2
stand for the pump field, output signal, and idler modes re-
spectively. The coupled-mode ofa1 anda2 is defined as [10]

d= (a1+a2)/
√

2 , d+ = (a+1 +a+2 )/
√

2
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Fig. 1. Experimental principle

and the quadrature components of coupled-mode are

D+ =
√

2(a1+a2+a+1 +a+2 )/2 ,
D− =

√
2i(a1+a2−a+1 −a+2 )/2 .

The product of quantum fluctuations of the two components
is limited by the uncertainty principle, that is [10]〈
(4D2

+)
〉〈
(4D2

−)
〉≥ 1

16
.

If the variance of one of the quadrature components is
less than the SQL of14, the coupled mode is in a two-mode
quadrature squeezed state of electromagnetic field. For the
NOPO operating below the oscillation threshold, it is a two-
mode quadrature squeezed vacuum state, the noise of which
is lower than the vacuum noise level.

When the NOPO is operating above the oscillation thresh-
old the intensities of signal and idler modes (Ia1 and Ia2)
are quantum correlated, so that the fluctuation of the inten-
sity difference betweenIa1 and Ia2 is less than that of the
corresponding shot-noise-limit (SNL), i.e. the standard quan-
tum limit. According to [3] the SQL is the fluctuation of the
“mixed” field of the signal and idler modes:〈42 ISQL

〉= 〈42 (Ia1+ Ia2)
〉
.

In the case of〈42 (Ia1− Ia2)
〉
<
〈42 ISQL

〉
the fluctuations of the intensity difference between the sig-
nal and idler modes are squeezed [3, 10]. The two signal and
idler beams are known as twin beams because they are always
“born” together.

2 Configurations ofNd:YAP laser and NOPO

A home-made intracavity frequency-doubled and stabilized
CW ring Nd:YAP laser was used as the pump source in
the experiment [11]. The six-mirror ring cavity, with a to-
tal length of130 cm, is built on an Invar structure. The YAP
rod (3×77 mm) provides maximum gain at1.08µm transi-
tion in c polarization. In our laser one of the four plane cavity
mirrors is a thin film polarizer with reflectivityR≈ 99.5%
for s polarization andR= 8% for p polarization. The YAP
rod must be orientated carefully to make thec axis paral-
lel with the s polarization of the cavity mirror. Theα-cut
KTP nonlinear crystal was placed between two concave cav-
ity mirrors, with curvature radius of102 mmand reflectivity
99.8% at1.08µm, which form a near confocal configuration.
The temperature of KTP was actively controlled at the phase-
matching temperature (63.5 ◦C±0.01). For the output power

of 800 mWat 0.54µm the intensity fluctuations are less than
±2.5% and the frequency stability is better than±1 MHz
with the frequency-locking system on.

The semimonolithic NOPO consists of a10-mm-long
α-cut KTP crystal (θ = 90◦, ϕ = 0◦), the front face of which
is coated for use as input coupler with a transmission of12%
at 0.54µm and high reflectivity at1.08µm, and a concave
mirror of 50 mmcurvature as the output coupler with a trans-
mission of5% at 1.08µm and high reflectivity at0.54µm.
The length of NOPO cavity is49 mm. The measured finesse
of NOPO is 80 for1.08µm. A PZT is stuck on the output
coupler to tune the length of cavity.

3 Experiment of quadrature-phase squeezing

For obtaining the quadrature-phase squeezing of coupled
mode, the NOPO must be operated in a frequency-degenerate
mode. Above the oscillation threshold the multiplicity of
modes and the mode-hopping lead to an inherent instabil-
ity of the NOPO. Our observation for the quadrature-phase
squeezing concentrates on the below-threshold region. The
harmonic conversion in KTP is a type-II process so that the
polarizations of the subharmonic modes are orthogonal. The
generation of squeezing requires the simultaneous resonance
of pump field, signal, and idler modes. For the alignment of
NOPO below threshold a weak infrared emission from the
Nd:YAP laser at1.08µm is injected into the NOPO (not in-
dicated in Fig. 1). When the length of cavity is scanned by
PZT1 mounted on the output coupler (M), the transmission
peaks of the three longitudinal modes can be observed on an
oscilloscope. By tuning the temperature of crystal the double
resonance of orthogonally polarized signal and idler modes
can be achieved. Then by inserting an optical wedge (W)
in the cavity to compensate the dispersion between pump
and subharmonic fields, and slowly tuning the temperature of
crystal, the triple resonance is realized when the three peaks
are brought to overlap. With the optical wedge, the meas-
ured finesse of the NOPO is 80 at1.08µm and the total extra
intracavity losses are estimated to be1.3%. After the triple
resonance is completed the NOPO is locked on the frequency
of pump field via a standard FM-sideband technique [12], and
the injected auxiliary infrared beam is blocked to start the
squeezing measurement.

The local beam (LO) at1.08µm from the pump laser
passes through a mode-cleaning cavity (C) to increase the ho-
modyne efficiency and reduce the excess amplitude noise of
the LO at high frequencies. The two-mode vacuum squeezing
of the output field from the NOPO is observed by combin-
ing signal and idler modes with the local oscillator polarized
at 45◦ with respect to both modes. The phase of the local
oscillator is scanned by a mirror in the path of LO, which
is mounted on a piezoelectric ceramic (PZT2). The overall
detection efficiency resulting from the combination of cav-
ity escape efficiency, propagation efficiency, homodyne effi-
ciency for the composite mode formed from signal and idler
beams, and photodetector quantum efficiency, is89%. The
phase dependence of the rms noise voltageV(θ) from the bal-
anced homodyne receivers as a function of local-oscillator
phase (θ) at a fixed analysis frequencyΩ(2 MHz) is shown
in Fig. 3. The phase-independent trace (a) corresponds to
the noise voltage (V0) set by vacuum fluctuations and is ob-
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Fig. 2. Generation of quadurature-phase squeezing and detection

tained by blocking the signal input to the balanced detector.
Trace (b) exhibits phase-sensitive deviations both below and
above the vacuum level, with the dips below trace (a) repre-
senting a57% (≈ 3.7 dB) reduction in noise power relative to
the vacuum level. The phase-dependent trace (b) is obtained
with the NOPO input present.

4 Experiment of intensity-difference squeezing

To produce twin beams characterized by the intensity-
difference squeezing, the cw-NOPO is operated above the
oscillation threshold. Compared to quadrature-phase squeez-
ing of two-mode, the quantum-correlated twin beams are
relatively easier to obtain. For twin-beam generation the ex-
act frequency-degeneracy of signal and idler modes is not
needed, so the optical wedge (W) is not inserted in the cavity.
The finesse of NOPO is 110 for1.08µm wavelength and the
oscillation threshold is50 mW. An output power of16 mW
of the subharmoic modes is detected at100 mWpump power.
For the detection of intensity-difference squeezing, a polar-
ized beamsplitter is used instead of the above-mentioned50%
beamsplitter (S) and the local beam is blocked (Fig. 2). The
noise power spectrum of the intensity difference between
twin beams is shown in Fig. 4. The analyzed frequency range
is from 1 to6 MHz. Trace (a) is the shot-noise-limit meas-
ured by rotating the polarization of the output signal and idler
beams to45◦ relative to the polarization direction of the po-
larized beamsplitter [3]. Trace (b) is the noise spectrum of the

Fig. 3. Dependence of noise voltage on local-oscillator phase

Fig. 4. Experimental result of intensity difference squeezing. (Time of the
entire sweep1.67 s, analysis bandwidth30 kHz, video bandwidth300 Hz).
Trace (a) is the shot-noise-limit, (b) is the noise spectrum of the twin-beam
intensity difference, and (c) is the electronic noise floor

intensity difference between twin beams and (c) is the elec-
tronic noise floor. The maximum quantum noise reduction is
80% (7 dB) around2.5 MHz. If one takes into account the ef-
ficiency of the detection system, the actual squeezing for the
output twin beams from the OPO is90%.

5 Conclusion

Both quadrature-phase squeezing of3.7 dB and intensity-
difference squeezing of7 dB have been generated with a cw-
NOPO. For quadrature-phase squeezing the application of an
optical wedge instead of the dispersion gas [13] can avoid the
influence of intracavity gas flow, and therefore the stability
of our semimonolithic NOPO is quite good. With the entire
system locked in, a stable cw nonclassical light can be gener-
ated in an uninterrupted fashion for over half an hour. These
two kinds of nonclassical light have already been employed
in a variety of sub-shot-noise optical measurements [5, 6,
9]. Higher conversion efficiency, lower pump power, rela-
tively simple configuration, and better stability are the ad-
vantages of our system. If single-mode frequency-stabilized
LD-pumpedNd:YAP lasers are available, the cw-NOPO with
an α-cut KTP crystal at type-II noncritical phase-matching
would be a practical nonclassical light source for highly sen-
sitive spectroscopy and optical measurements with the sensi-
tivity beyond the standard quantum limit.
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